SMART TRI PACK
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™

improving survivability

Key points:
•

Delivering the right level of care to the
scene of an MCI

•

Contains all the tools needed for
effective triage

•

Hands free design enhances scene
safety and mobility

•

Detachable shoulder straps for
multiple ways to carry

The SMART TRI Pack™ allows you to perform rapid
lifesaving interventions whilst conducting effective triage

Design - guided by customer feedback and evidence from real incidents,
the SMART TRI Pack™ is a valuable resource for responders that
provides space for key medical equipment allowing them to deliver rapid
life saving interventions at the point of wounding.
HazMat - the design of the SMART TRI Pack™ allows it to be worn
over a positive pressure suit without compromising the air circulation in
the suit. It is a practical way to take chemical antidote auto injectors into
the scene of a HazMat incident.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY & PATENTS: WWW.SMARTMCI.COM/IMG/PATENTS.HTML

FOR TRIAGE THAT WORKS.

www.smartmci.com

SMART EQUIPMENT

™

for triage that works

SMART TRIAGE PACK™
The SMART TRIAGE PACK™ gives the ultimate practical solution
to effective on scene triage. By holding the key triage equipment, it
initiates a systematic and thorough response, allowing for the rapid
triage of adults and children at any scene, which has proven
invaluable in enhanced control.
Standard contents include 20 SMART TAG™s, 20 SMART CBRNE
TAG™s, a SMART TAPE™ and light-sticks for identifying casualties
in low light.

SMART TAG™
The SMART TAG™ is a comprehensive all-risk Triage Tag.
The folded design allows for effective triage that is quick and
simple, allowing you to reprioritise your casualty quickly without
losing information.
Made from durable materials, the SMART TAG™ will survive the
worst of conditions. The highly visible design enables quick
identification of patient priority, speeding up the treatment of
critical patients.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY & PATENTS: WWW.SMARTMCI.COM/IMG/PATENTS.HTML

SMART TAPE™
The SMART TAPE™ allows rapid, safe and evidence based triage of
children at the scene, maximising the resources available.
By relating a child’s length to their normal physiological values the
SMART TAPE™ is unique in providing an age adapted triage
algorithm.
Usable in low light, this pocket sized tape is tough enough to be
reused time and time again in the worst conditions.

FOR TRIAGE THAT WORKS.

www.smartmci.com

